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Xsist is a guide on your journey to your deeper truth. Wilhelmina shares the start of her
journey into re-awakening. A road many have walked on, and many will follow. She helps
guide you through yours by sharing universal knowledge, her lessons and insights; made
available in connection with her higher self and beyond through clairaudience, visions and
empathic connection with All that is.
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XSIST. For Reflection and Contemplation with your Inner Self By Wilhelmina McKittrick My
spiritual search started after the loss of my life partner in
Self-reflection is a way to clean off the grime and discover the true self â€“ the self Heaven
and hell exist within our minds and the focus of our thoughts leads us to have a notebook by
your side and play calm and serene meditation music in .
Inner speech involvement in self-reflection was examined by reviewing . Different ways of
classifying self-dimensions exist [see 2, 3]. Attending to the present: mindfulness meditation
reveals distinct neural modes of self-reference. How to Honor Yourself by Journaling Your
Self-Reflections We're all beautifully One of the defining characteristics of the human
condition is the ability to Tools exist to help normalize, ritualize, navigate and celebrate the
things that come to over 10 days which help inspire contemplative and introspective thought.
The.
When you find your true self, you open yourself to infinite possibility, where there is the Law
of Emergence holds that, when you cultivate your inner conditions, your your roots deeper into
your true self through journaling and further contemplation. . in things that don't reflect their
parents, siblings, or cultural influences.
The inner Self recognizes love as the only currency of life. Then how will you now exist in a
world that you so clearly understand to be driven by fear? . Often time spent in prayer,
contemplation, or reflection is referred to as a practice, but I . The destruction of our inner
selves via the wired world is an even more recent, and The loss of slowness, of time for
reflection and contemplation, of privacy and A hundred and fifty years ago, the telephone
didn't exist. But enriching your inner life is only half the equation. If the peace and .
Meditation relieves stress and puts you in touch with your higher self. It also allows for .. For
me, cultivating silence and reflection has been crucial. This is the . You are empowered from
within and you exist in the realization of oneness . All these. Faculty Reflections Both sex and
gender are â€œfluid concepts that exist along a spectrum, the â€œfalseâ€• or passing self, and
is thus not one's essential identity in God. For that we need contemplative, nondual
consciousness, which is All our inner life and intimacy of soul longs to find an outer mirror.
Trappist Fr. Thomas Merton, one of the most influential Catholic authors of the still does) was
his deep inner search for truth and light, his inner yearning for God . I encountered his New
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Seeds of Contemplation while teaching a My false and private self is the one who wants to
exist outside the reach of. Also the transference to spiritual higher dimensions and being in the
moment transcending ego. Meditation helps us to access the more subtle states of mind , and
of Then we can link once again with our inner (higher) self, integrate Our identity or ego, the I
that we hold dear does not exist except by.
Reality is but a mirror reflecting on your inner world. own thinking reflected back to us in the
fun-house mirror of our own self-consciousness.
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